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NOTATION 
Ann-dimensional vector random variable. 
A sample value of X· 
Joint density of x, indexed by the vector parameter~ of 
dimension K. -
V 
The vector parameter e considered as a random variable for 
Bayes estimation. -
Prior density function of 0, indexed by the vector 
parameter _Q_ of di mension m-:-
Prior point estimate of E(~). 
Posterior density function of 0 given x and 8. 
"Information" in x relative to e (defined subsequently). 
For n = 1 (scalar- e), I e is Fisher 1 s Information. - x-
"Bayes Information" in g0(~,.Q.) relative to e (defined subsequently). 
ABSTRACT 
The Prior Distribution in Bayesian Statistics 
by 
Kai-Tang Chen, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 1979 
Major Professor: Dr. Ronald V. Canfield 
Department: Applied Statistics 
vi 
A major problem associated with Bayesian estimati on is selecting 
the prior distribution. The more recent literature on the selection 
of the prior is reviewed. Very little of a general nature on the 
selection of the prior is formed in the literature except for non-
informative priors. This class of priors is seen to have limited 
usefulness. A method of selecting an informative prior is generalized 
in this thesis to include estimation of several parameters using a 
multivariate prior distribution. The concepts required for quantify-
ing prior information is based on intuitive principles. In this way, 
it can be understood and controlled by the decision maker (i.e., those 
responsible for the consequences) rather than analysts. The infonna-
tion required is: (1) prior point estimates of the parameters being 
estimated and (2) an expression of the desired influence of the prior 
relative to the present data in determining the parameter estimates 
vii 
(e.g., item (2) implies twice as much influence as the data). These 
concepts (point estimates and influence) may be used equally with sub-




The theory of Bayesian statistics has great intuitive appeal as a 
potential solution to many engineering problems. The problems involve --
the situation in which limited data is available and at the same time 
there exists prior information in the form of data or experience. 
Examples of using Bayesian estimation methods are in geotechnical 
engineering, destructive testing of expensive experimental units, and 
so forth. The Bayesian theory provides a method of combining the 
present data with prior experience in the estimation or decision-
making process. Specifically, the prior information is quantified as 
a prior distribution. The Bayesian method is used to combine the 
prior distribution with that of the data to form a posterior distribu-
tion. It is from this function that parameters are estimated. 
Unfortunately, this intuitive appeal has not led to overwhelming 
acceptance of Bayesian methods. In order to use the method it is 
required that a prior distribution be formed. The main obstacle in 
application is the lack of an effective method for quantifying the 
prior information. Even if the prior information exists as quantified 
data from prior tests under similar conditions, there exists the 
problem of controlling the influence of this data relative to the 
influence of the present data in the estimation or decision process. 
2 
The purposes of this paper are to (1) examine briefly the recent 
literature on selection or prior distributions and (2) extend one of 
the methods [2] from one parameter to include two or more parameters. 
The procedures presently published for selecting a prior distribution 
may be classified into two categories: (1) procedures which result in 
informative priors and (2) procedures which result in noninformative 
priors. 11Noninformative priors" are defined as those which exert 
negligible influence on the final parameter estimate. 
The notation to be used in this thesis is given on page v 
above. A review of the recent literature on both noninformative and 
informative priors follows in chapter II. Selection of noninformative 
priors is then discussed in chapter II. The final chapter is devoted 
to a generalization of a method of choosing informative priors. 
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Noninformative prior distributions 
The idea of noninformative prior distributions began with Bayes, 
himself. His principle of insuffici ent reason suggests that unles s 
there is evide nce to favor a particular prior over others, the uni form 
prior is used. This principle leads to inconsistencies, since a 
uniform prior on a parameter yields a nonuniform prior on a trans-
formation of that parameter. Thus, for example, ignorance concerning 
2 
a parameter, 8 , may imply more (or less) ignorance with respect to 8 . 
Jeffreys' rule 
Jeffreys [6] proposed an invariance principle for selecting a 
noninformative prior distribution. The prior density is defined to be 
proportional to the square root of Fisher' s information function 
Since I (T( 0)) is invariant for one-to-one transformations 
X -
T(·), the inconsistency described above is removed. 
But Jeffreys' rule is obviously inapplicable when the information 
function I(£_) does not exist as in some cases, I(£_) does not exist for 
certain values. For example [4], I(£_) does not exist under the 
assumption that f(2S_,£_) is a three-parameter gamma 
a< 2, where f(2S_,£_) = (1/r(a) Sa)(x - y)a-l exp (-
/3 > 0, x > y and 
x = the random variable considered, 
distribution with 
X - YJ S for a > 0, 
e = population parameter vector (a,S,y), 
a= shape parameter, 
S = scale parameter, and 
y = location parameter. 
Moreover, Box and Tiao [l], in their treatment of noninformative 
priors, advise great caution in the application of Jeffreys' rule in 
the multiparameter case. 
If the individual parameters are judged to be independent prior, 
Jeffreys' rule causes no difficulties, since each parameter may be 
considered separately. But in the gamma example it seems that no 
prior information will lead to the assumption that a and B are inde-
pendent. Therefore, during the process of deriving the posterior 
distribution, numeri cal and theoretical difficulties arise. 
Principle of maximum entropy 
4 
The principle of maximum entropy has been proposed as an approach 
to finding the noninfo rmative prior [4]. The entropy of a random 
variable is defined as 
-(oo g (i,i) 1 n g (~ ,~)di 
where g(i,i) is the density of~- It may be considered as a measure 
of the uncertainty or randomness associated with 0. The distribution 
on the parameter space with maximum entropy subject to appropriate 
constraints can be considered the least informative prior. This 
method is also invariant to one-to-one transformation of o. The prin-
ciple has been used by Espildora et al. [4] to derive noninformative 
priors for the parameters of the three-parameter gamna distribution. 
But in the Espildora et al. [4] example, there are several 
numerical problems. The posterior distribution function 
= koe1e2e31 [ 1 ln exp (- ela) 
sar (a ) 
• exp (-e 2s ) • exp ((a-l)u(y)) • exp (- ½ v(y)] 
5 
has problems in how to compute k = k0e1e2e3 , and in computations of 
expected values, triple numerical integrations must be used. In 
addition to these, ther e arises the problem of choosing boundaries for 
integration and their accuracy. The term (sar(a)JN may be very large, 
and the exponent of e may also be very large and negative, so when the 
computer is used, there may be an overflow problem--giving zeros 
everywhere during the whole integration. 
Noninformative priors are, of course, applicable when there is no 
prior information available. Under such conditions, classical non-
Bayesian methods are also available for estimation. When the prior 
information is in the form of data, the noninformative prior can be 
used as an initial step in determining the appropriate informative 
prior. This technique is discussed in the next section on informative 
prior distributions. 
Informative prior distributions 
Although Bayesian methods have been used for some time, there 
seems to be very little information of a general nature for use in 
selecting an informative prior. Most selections are based on special 
case considerations peculiar to the particular setting in which appli-
cation is made. The major problem seems to be that although the 
6 
concept of prior information is very intuitive, the structure of prior 
information can be very nebulous. Thus there is seldom a starting 
point in attempting to quantify it. 
When the prior information is obtained as a sample from a popula-
tion with known distribution, the appropriate prior distribution can 
be obtained in the following manner. Using the maximum entropy 
principle, derive noninformative priors for the parameters of the 
distribution of the data. The posterior distribution is then obtained 
using the prior data with the noninformative priors. This resulting 
posterior distribution is the appropriate prior for the problem at 
hand. 
This technique is good when the prior information satisfies the 
given requirements. Too often, however, the prior information has 
some deficiencies. For example, the prior information may be data 
arising from a similar experiment conducted under conditions different 
from those of the present experiment. In this case the prior data may 
not carry as much information as when conditions are identical. In 
other situations the prior information may be in the form of experi-
ence only. The following expands upon an approach to this problem 
suggested by Canfield and Teed [2]. 
Weighted information 
This method provides a framework within which the concepts needed 
to quantify the prior information may be stated simply. It is 
intended that the information required to specify the prior can be 
understood and supplied by individuals without statistical experience. 
In this way, it is possible for a committee to agree upon a set of 
conditions which will then lead to specification of the prior 
distribution. 
7 
Since this method will be generalized in the next chapter, its 
mathematical development will not be given here. In this section the 
philosophical basis of the method is described. It is assumed in this 
thesis that a parametric -fumily of distributions can be found which 
adequately represents all possible quantitative realizations of the . 
prior experience. Conjugate families [8] are such families. Conju-
gate families have desirable analytic properties which simplify the 
computations. 
A simple description of the characteristics of prior information 
which are necessary to translate prior information into a prior 
distribution is necessary . Two essential characteristics are used 
in this method. 
1. Location of prior information, i.e., point estimates of the 
value of the parameters being estimated; these point esti-
mates may arise from data of previous experiments or they can 
be expert opinion 
2. The reliability or strength of the information; if it is 
thought to be weak, it is necessary to limit its influence in 
determining the posterior distribution; it is difficult to 
limit its influence without some measure of its strength 
An absolute measure of the strength of prior information is 
difficult to quantify. However, strength or reliability is measured 
relative to that of the present data is much more intuitive. A 
single positive number (y) is used to express this strength and is 
interpreted as the overall influence of the prior information compared 
8 
with the present data in forming the posterior distribution. This 
concept is easily understood. Decisions on the value of y can be made 
by individuals without statistical training. 
The following examples illustrate a variety of situations for 
which these two expressions of prior information are defined. 
Example I. Consider the case in which a second experiment has 
been performed under the identical circumstances as the first. Con-
sidering each data point in both experiments as having equal 
information, the information in each experiment is related to the 
respective sample size, e.g., n1 and n2. Thus the desired influence 
of the first (prior) experiment relative to the second is y = n1;n 2. 
The prior point estimates of the parameters being estimated are 
obtained from the data of the first experiment. 
Example II. Consider a case similar to that in example I, except 
that refinements in the second experiment yield greater precision than 
that obtained in the first. Thus the second experiment should have 
greater influence (per data point) than the first. The increase in 
precision could be measured as variance or subjectively. Thus 
y = n1si/n 2s~ wheres~ 
is ~he sample variance from the ith experiment, 
i = 1.2. Alternately y = f y* when y* is some subjective measure 
2 
(expert opinion), the relative precision of experiment 1 to experi-
ment 2. Point estimates of parameters are obtained as for example I. 
Example III. In some situations, it may be that the prior 
information is totally subjective, e.g., the opinion of an experienced 
engineer. He can give his opinion on the value of the parameters to 
be estimated (location information). There remains to specify (y), 
the desired "weight" (influence) of the expert's opinion in the 
estimation process relative to the present data. In this case, those 
responsible for the ultimate decisions resulting from the final esti-
mates can completely control the influence of the expert's opinion. 
It is not an unknown effect. 
9 
The major difficulty with this method as it is given in Canfield 
and Teed [2] is that it can be used only for estimation of single 
parameters. It is not possible to estimate jointly two or more 
parameters using a prior distribution def ined on all of the parameters 
without assuming independence. In the following chapter, the method 
i s generalized to include this case. 
10 
CHAPTER I I I 
PROCEDURE OF GENERALIZATION 
Principle of method 
There is considerable literature on information measure in the 
multivariate case. However, the measures used are also multivariate 
(e.g., Fisher's information matrix [7]). These are not satisfactory in 
the present application since a simple, easily interpreted measure is 
required here. The following section gives the principle of generali-
zation of the weighted information method. 
Consider the following generalization of Fisher's information in 
the single parameter case. For one parameter , the measure is [7] 
( 3 .1 ) 
i.e., the expected value of the squared slope (steepness) of the line 
tangent t o the log likelihood function at each point X in the range of 
f(x,~). For e, a vector( ~), the tangent line becomes a tangent plane 
(or hyper-plane). Thus any line in the tangent plane which passes 
through the point of tangency may be considered as a tangent line. 
The slope of this family of lines at a point of tangency constitutes 
the family of directional derivatives at that point. Denote this 
directional derivative as 
a ln f (x; e) x--
as 
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At each point of tangency there is a maximum derivative or 
a ln f (x,e) max _x - -
s dS 
i.e., a line with steepest slope. The generalization Fisher informa-
tion is given by = 
I (e) = E 
X 
The derivative 



















l n f ! (~, e) l 2)112 
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component of _Q_. Thus 




Note that the terms I (e.) on the right side of equation (3.2) are the 
X 1 
standard expressions for Fisher's information of the scalar parameter 
e., i.e., equation (3.1). 
1 
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An estimate for Ix(~) remains to be found. The most intuitively 
natural method is to substitute 0 its ML estimate 0, i.e., in Ix(i ). 
This expre ssion may be termed the expected Fisher's information 
(generalized) consistent with its use in one-parameter families [3]. 
However, there is reason to consider use of the observed Fisher infor-
mation, I (0 ), where in this case 
X -








is similar to its use in Hinkley [5]. Although it is not possible to 
give general characteristics for all densities f (x,e), it follows from x--
the work of Hinkley [5] that for location, scale parameter families, 
* A I (e) is exactly or at least asymptotically ancillary (i.e., the x-
- * A 
distrib ution of I (e) does not depend upon _e). 
X -
Consider, now, definition of BI0 (~). In the above description of 
Ix(~), the measure of information is the expected squared maximum slope 
of the likelihood function as a function of e . The information is 
relative toe. In the prior distribution , information also will be 
measured relative toe, thus analogous to I (e) (considering~ as a x-
function of e) . 




1 = 1 
13 
= _I E { [a 
1=1 




Selection of prior 
In this section a method is given for determining the parameters, 
0' in g0 (~,§) so that 
BI0 (_~) 
.. ... _ . 
= y (3.4) 
IX (i) 
holds. 
An appealing theoretical approach is to use the maximum entropy 
principle, subject to the constraint BI0 (~) = y • Ix(~). Although this 
is theoretically appealing, it is computationally impractical in most 
applications. Thus additional prior information is assumed at this 
point. Relative to the components in e, let y. be the proportion of -- 1 
total information assigned to the ith component of e. In applications, 
the values of y. , i = 1, 2, . 
1 
. . ' k can be determined from the prior 
data, if it is data from a previous experiment, by estimating the 
amount of information (in the prior data) in each parameter as 
described for I (e .). The y.'s are taken proportional to the informa-x 1 1 
tion associated with each component of e. 
Two methods are considered here if the prior information is not 
easily quantified. · One is to let yi = 1/k, i = 1, 2, ... , k. Then 
the weighting information is uniform, and the infonnation is divided 
evenly. A second method is based upon the notion that the influence of 
the prior information is estimating component of e should be the same. 
Thus, if there is relatively less information in the present data 
14 
associated with, say, e . then the amount of prior information provided 
l 
for ei should be reduced accordingly. For this case the Y;'s are 
proportional to I (e. ), i.e., 
X l 
yi = Ix(ei)/Ix(e) and i = 1, 2, ... , k. 
Up to this point selection of y, yi, i = 1, 2, . . , k and 
Ix(~) has been discussed. It is important to note that y only is not 
determined from experimental conditions in the general case. Given 
prior estimates (~P) of the components of E(~), the prior distribution 
is determined from \vithin the family g0(~,_§_) by choosing_§_ to satisfy 
BI8(ei ) = yi • y • Ix(! ), i = 1, 2, ... , k 
and 
E(8) = 8 • - -p 
Since the dimensions of 8 and 8 are Kand M respectively, there 
are 2K equations in M unknowns. Ideally M = 2K, and a unique solution 
is obtained. If M > 2K or if for some other reason a unique solution 
is not found, all of the solutions satisfy the information constra i nts. 
Therefore, any one of these solutions is allowable. However, external 
ad hoc considerations would lead to a more satisfying result. A two-
dimension example (k = 2) is given in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV
TWO-DIMENSION CASE--NORMAL AND-LOG~NORMAL PRIORS 
In this chapter, estimation of the parameters of a normal distri-
bution with unknown mean e1 and variance 8~ is presented. A normal 
distribution function with unknown parameter mean,µ, and variance, 
o2, is used to describe the prior distribution of e1. A log-normal 
distribution function with unknown parameter mean a and variance s2 
is used to describe the prior distribution of e1. A log-normal dis-
tribution function with unknown parameter mean, a, and variance, S, is 
used to describe the prior distribution of e2. Let parameter vector 
i = (µ, o ,a , S). Followi ng the method derived in the last chapter, the 
posterior distribution, h0(_~,i), is obtained in the next section. 
Solution for parameter vector 6 
In this section the whole procedure is presented (see the flow-
chart in appendix A, page 30 below). 
Based on the assumption 
( 4 .1) 
2 
a normal distribution with unknown parameter e1, mean, e2, variance. 
So the joint density function is 
16 
(4.2) 
and the prior density function g0(_~_;i), indexed by the vector param-
eter 8 = (µ,a ,a,S) is 
(4.3) 
Follow the princip~e of . the generaTized method based on the definition 
of "Bayes information 11 as follows: 
= sri(e1) + sri(e2) (4.4) 
2 




Take ln from equation (4.3) to get 
= ln _l_ e- ½[e1:VJ2 * _l_ e-1 e- ½[ln :2-a]2 
ffna ans 2 
( 4. 7) 
(4.8) 
where 
K1 = ln -
1-, K2 = ln -
1-. 
ma ffns 
In order to get BI0(e1) take the derivative of e1 to equation (4.8): 
- ln g (0 ,6) = - - --a i[0i-µ] ae1 0 -- o o 
and substitute i nt o equation (4.5) to get 
= E {[- ~ (01~µ)]2} BI_i(01) V V 
Therefor e 
= ai E {(el - µ)2} 
2 
- a - 4· 
a 
BI_i(e2) is derived in the following process: 
= E ![_l r~-1) _ _1 ln e2n ez s2 s2 e2 






-1 in 02 02 
2 
+ _l E 
f34 
_ 2 _1 [.9:__ _ 1 ] E [ 1 n 0 
2
] 




i~e know e2 is a log-normal distribution, so if we let x = log 02 then 
02 = ex. Then x will be norma
l with mean a and variance s2. So the 
first term of equation (4.12) is 
E [el]= E (e:/) = E (e- 2x). 
From the properties of log-normal density function and moment-
generating function [8] we can get 
so 
2 -2a+2S e 
Following the same reasoning (see appendix 8, page 32 below), 






From equations (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), and (4.12) we find 
B1_6_(0z} "e-2a+2S2 [1 + s~l- (4.16) 
After Bli( e1) and Bii( e2) are found, Bli(~_) is easily determined as: 
Bio(e) = _l + e- 2a+2s
2 
[1 + -1]. (4.17) 
- - 2 2 
0 S 
The next step is to derive Ix( e1) and Ix( e2). From the joint density 
function 
and its 1og function 







M = ln (2;r. 
Take the derivative with respect to 01: 
3 as 1 n f (]S_) = 
1 







The second term of the above equation is equal to zero, because all 
X. 's are independent. The covariance term vanishes, which implies 
1 
2 
1 2 ne2 
I (8 ) = - IE (X.- 8 ) = -
~ 1 84 1 1 84 
2 2 
so 
I 2 a f(~) 
(Xi- 81) n 
ai3 ln = 83 - 82 2 2 






The first term of the above equation can be treated as 
20 
E [
L (X.-01)2 =E __ , __ 
. 03 
2 
Since the X.'s are independent, the second term can be reduced as 
l 
follows: 
E [t ;' J (X;-0/ (Xj-el) 2] a t ;' J E (Xi- 0!)2 E (Xj- 0/ 
2 4 
= (n - n) e2, 
and the first term becomes [7] 
So: 
E (Hxi-01)
4J = L E (xi-01)
4 
4 
= 3n e2• 






where §2 is a point estima
tor of e2. 
22 
From equations (4.20) and (4.21) Ix( e) is clearly 
I (e) = 1!!. x - A2 (4.22) 
- 82 
Let 8 be a prior location -p 
estimate of 8. Given the weighty, Ix(~), and the family, g0 (~,.2_), 
the appropriate prior is found by solving the following equation for 
cS •
E(01) = 01,p 
E(82) = e 2,p 
BI0(e1) = y, •y•I (6) 1 X -
BI0(e2) = y2·y·I (8), x-
where y. is proportional to the information in 8 ., i = 1, 2, and 
1 1 
y l > 0, y > 0 
y + y') = 1. 1 L 
The above four equations will determine a set solution of 
cS = (µ,o,a ,S). But, because the function Bl0(G2) cannot be solved 
directly, a numerical method is introduced, and a program (see 
appendix C, page 34 below) is submitted to select the best solution 
of cS which satisfies the requisite condition. 
After solving for -2_, the posterior distribution function by 
Bayes' theorem is 
h(e;x) = K·f (x; e)•g (e;cS). -- x-- 8--
(4.23) 
Two examples illustrate the procedure to estimate e1 and e2. 
Example I 
Bayesian estimation of the normal distribution parameters e1, 
mean, e2, variance. The assumptions
 are as follows: 
23 
1. An adequate prior distribution can be obtained from the 







(_~,_§_) = (1/ /Zrr)·(l/ o )•exp - 2 - 0 •(1/ /Zrr)·(l/ S) 
1 [1 n · J./ e2-exp - 2 
where o = (µ , o , a , S). 
For the pri or es timate e -p 
e = 4 1,p 
8 = 7.5. 2,p 
3. The prior information is as re l ia bl e as the experimental 
data, i . e. , y = 1. 
4. Loss function is quadratic and has minimum value. Suppose 
n = 15; then 
f~ (__~;i ) = (1/lcir)n•exp(- ½·I( xi- e1)
2
; e~J ·(1/ e2)n, (4.24) 
which is equivalent to equation (4.25) (see appendix D, 
page 38 below, for detail): 
24 
- 201 nX + nsi] l· (4.25) 
- 2 
= (IX- - nX) /(n-1). 
1 
The above formula {4.25) can 
be integrated very easily. From equation (4.23) 
I (e) = 3n/e 2
2. x-
From present data assume e2 = 6.5, x = 3. 
From infor mation proportion which was defined on page 14: 
Y1 = Ix(_~_-1)/ Ix(i ) 
Y2 = 1x(02)/ Ix(i ); 
from equat i on (4.20 ) , 
and from equat ion (4.21), 
so yl = 1/3 and Yz = 2/3. 
By the program shown in appendix C, page 34 below, the following 
es timates result 
a = 2.001 
i3 = .16725 
a = 1.6783. 
The Bayes estimate of e1 is (Ee1) of the posterio
r distribution, 
and e2 is E(e2) of the posterior distrib
ution: 
h(i,~) = K·f x(~;i ) ·g 0 (i, i ) 
E(e1) = f J 1h( e ;~)d e1de2 = 3.54 
E(e2) = Jf e2h( e ;~)d e1de2 = 7.04. 
These results (from the programs shown in appendices E and F, 
pages 39 and 42 below, respectively) seem intuitively reasonable 
25 
since the prior estimate of el isµ= 4 and present has x = 3; also, 
the prior estimate of 82 is 
A 
e2,p = 7.5 and present has e2 = 6.5. 
Since equal weight is given the prior and present "amount of informa-
tion, 11 the estimate of the parameters should be approximately midway 
between the prior and present values. 
Example II 
All assumptions are the same as for example I, except the weight 
factor is y = 2/3, the prior estimate is e2 = 8, and the present ,p 
A 
is e2 = 7. 
By the program in appendix C, page 34 below, the estimate 
results for the parameters of prior distribution function are 
a = 2.0565 
S = .21444 
0 = 2.2136. 
By the program in appendices E and F, pages 39 and 42 below, 
respectively, 
E(e1) = 4.43 
E(e2
) = 7.45. 
It turns out the results are still very reasonable by having 
chosen the weighted factory= 2/3. The estimate of the parameters 
should be very close to present value. 
Discussion 
There are several problems which arise in deriving the solution 
using the normal log-normal prior . These problems are due to the 
necessity of using numerical integrations and programs for solving 
nonlinear equations. 
The first numerical problem is in solving for f, because the 
solution can be obtained only by numerical methods (see the program 
in appendix C, page 34 below). After o is obtained and substituted 
26 
in the posterior distribution, equation (4.23), the problem of 
obtaining the expected values of e1 and e2 (i.e., the estimate of e1 
and e2) must be solved. This solution requires a numerical integra-
tion. Equation (4.23) is a double integral in this case with 
unbounded limits of integ ration. Therefore, there exists the problem 
of choosing boundaries and step sizes. The ·program in appendix E, 
page 39 below, provides a way to determine the integration boundaries. 
After the boundaries have been determined, a suitable step size can 





A method has been developed for determining a prior distribution 
in order to obtain a posterior distribution function for use in 
Bayesian estimation of unknown parameters. 
There are only two other general methods which can be found in 
the literature for deriving a prior distribution. These methods use 
the principle of invariance [6] and maximum entropy [4] to obtain 
noninformative priors. These noninformative pr iors seem to have 
limi ted usefulness unless they are used in the process of deriving 
prior distribution from prior data. For this case the method of 
weighted information compares favorably for the following reasons: 
1. Specifying the prior distribution appears to be simpler in 
general for the weighted information method. 
2. If Jeffreys' rule and principle maximum entropy are used to 
derive an informative prior, the prior data must be from the 
identical population. Thus the method is very restrictive. 
3. The weighted infonnation method is more general in that all 
kinds of prior infonnation can be quantified equally well. 
The influence of prior infonnation is completely controlled. 
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Fig. 1. Procedure flowchart 
PRIOR DATA 
'11 
BI0(i ), e is random variable 
using a family of 
distribution function 
with parameter .Q_ 
1,,,. 
Total information in 
prior is yix(i) 
-
E (i) = ~ 
'v 
Blo (i ) = I ( 8) x-- -
define y 1 > 0, Y2 > 0 
Y1 + Y2 = 0 
y.: the proportion of total 
l 
information assig n to 
the ith component of 8 
I Determine _§_ 
PRESENT DATA 
Infonnat ion 




DETAILED PROCEDURE FOR SOLVING BI0(82) 
If 02 is log-normal distribution, 
then log 02 is normal. Let 
X = log 02, then Xis normal with meanµ and va




2 X - n(a , S ). 
implies 
E(X) = a 
VAR(X) = f32. 
[8] 
E(02) = exp (a + s
2/2) 
VAR(02) (2a + 2s
2) 
2 
= exp - exp (2a + S ), 
and the kth moment about e2 is 
E(e~) = E(ekx) = ( 1 2 exp Ka + 2 S 




-2 o:+2B-e . 
From [7]: 




= (a - 2S ) 
K2). 




Erln 8t2] = E(X2e-2x) 





PROGRAM FOR SOLVING 8 
This program uses a numerical method to find the solution (a, B) 
of equations (4.16) and (4.22). All the variables used in this 





point estimate of e2 
I ) 01 ) / I x ( ~ ) 
1t1ei ght factor 
prior point estimate of 82 











if cont= 1 then goes back to get a better lower bound 
numerical solution interval's upper bound 
error deviation from real solution 
standard deviation of normal distribution of e1 
mean of normal distribution of 02 
standard deviation of normal distribution of 82 
100 3EGIN 
200 FILE CR(KIND = REMOTE), 
300 LP(KIND = REMOTE); 






Y, T2, ST2, SSI, SI, ALPH, BETA, SLB, SUB, EP2, CONT, 
XK, ROOTB, ERROR, GAMA, GAMAl; 
TRY, AGAIN, FINAL; 
800 % •••••••••••••••••••• FUNCTIONY .............................. . 
900 REAL PROCEDURE YFCT(ROOT); 
1000 REAL RCOT; 
1100 SEGIN 
35 
1200 Y := 3*ROOT*ROOT + LN(l.O + 1.0/(ROOT*ROOT)) - LN(XK) - 2*LN(EP2); 
1300 mo; 
1400 % ••••••••••••••••••• MAIN PROGRA~ ............................ . 
1500 i·JRITE(LP, <"INPUT ::** M, THETA2HAT, GAMAl, GAMA">); 





2100 ~RITE(LP,*/, SI,XK); 
2200 ~JRITE(LP, <"INPUT ··** ETHETA211>); 
2300 READ(CR,/, EP2); 
2400 TRY: 
2500 ~:RITE(LP, <11INPUT ;:** LOW BOUND">}; 
2600 READ(CR,/, SLB); 
2700 YFCT(SLB); 
2800 WRITE(LP,*/, EP2, Y); 
2900 ~/RITE(LP, <11INPUT ::** CONT11>); 
3000 READ(CR,/, CONT); 
3100 IF CONT= 1 THEN GO TRY; 
3200 AGAIN: 
3300 ~-JRITE(LP, <11H:PUT ::** UPPER BOUMD11>); 
3400 READ(CR,/, SUB); 
3500 YFCT(SUB); 
3600 ~RITE(LP,*/, Y); 
3700 ~~RITE(LP, < 11HJPUT ::** CONT11>); 
3800 READ(CR,/, CONT); 
3900 IF CONT= 1 THEN GO AGAIN; 
4000 ROOTB :=(SUB+ SLB)/2.0; 
4100 WRITE(LP, < 11INPUT ::** ERROR BOUND">); 
4200 READ(CR,/, ERROR); 
4300 WHILEY>= ERROR DO BEGIN 
4400 YFCT(ROOTS); 
4500 IF Y = 0 mm GO FINAL; 
4600 IF Y > 0 TflEt! BEGIN 
4700 SUB := ROOTB; 
4800 ROOTS := (SUC + SLB)/2.0; 
4900 END; 
5000 IF Y < 0 THEN BEGIN 




5400 END WHILE; 
5500 FHJAL: 
5600 BETA := R00TB; 
(SLB + SUB)/2.0; 
5700 ALPH := LN(EP2) - BETA*BETA/2.0; 









the exponential term can be changed into another form which is very 
easy to calculate by computer program. 
(X;- e1)
2 
= I (x;-2 e1x;+ei) 
- I X;-201 I xi+ I ei 
= (n-l) e~ + nx2 - 201 nx + n ei 
where 
Ix~ - (I x.)2/n g2 = __ 1 ____ 1 __ 
2 n-1 
\ A2 -2 
l Xi = (n-l) e2 + nX , 
\ 2 2 -2 - 2 Substitute L (Xi- e1) = (n-l) e2 + 
nX - 2 e1 nX + n e1 into (101). 
The joint density function turns out to be 
[ 
1 ]n 1 ( A2 -2 
fl(_~;_§_)= 2n82 exp - 20~ (n-1)82 + nX -
This can be solved by program as shown in appendix F, page 42 below, 
very easily. 
APPENDIX E 
PROGRAM FOR FINDI~G BOUNDARY 
In this program, the parameters of the posterior distribution 
are read in, an estimated integration boundary and step size are 
used to determine the needed integration boundary and step size for 


















standard deviation of normal distribution of e1 
standard deviation of normal distribution of o2 
mean of normal distribution of 01 
mean of normal distribution of e2 
point estimator of 02 
sample size 
mean of present data 
estimated lower boundary of integration of 0 1 
estimated upper boundary of integration of e1 
estimated lower boundary of integration of 0 2 
estimated upper boundary of integration of e2 
estimated step size of integration of 0 1 
estimated step size of integration of 0 2 
a constant number used to adjust the integration of 
posterior distribution function 




value of e2 in 01-0 2 coordinat
e 
a small integrated volume at e1, e2 
39 
100 BEGIN 
200 FILE CR(KIND=REMOTE), 
300 LP(KI~D=REMOTE); 
400 INTEGER K, N; 
500 DOUBLE FX, X, THETA!, THETA2, XBAR, PI, TWOPI, LBl, UBI, 
600 SIGMA, MU, BETA, AALPHA, GTHETA, HX, Bl, B2, B3, 
700 Cl, C2, C3, INTH, DTHETAl, DTHETA2, Al, A2, A3, A4, 
800 AS, A6, A7, THETA2HAT, LB, UB; 
900 LABEL AGAIN, FINAL; 
1000 % •••••••••••••••••••• SUBROUTINE ............................ . 
1100 PROCEDURE BOUND; 
1200 BEGIN 
1300 FOR THETAl := LBl STEP DTHETAl UNTIL UBI DO 
1400 FOR THETA2 := LB STEP DTHETA2 UNTIL UB DO 
1500 BEGIN 
1600 Al := 1.0/(SQRT(TWOPI)); 
1700 A2 := (N - l)*THETA2HAT*THETA2HAT; 
1800 A3 := N*BAR*BAR; 
1900 A4 := 2*THETAl*N*XBAR; 
2000 AS := N*THETAl*THETAl; 
2100 A6 := Al**N; 
2200 A7 := (A2+A3-A4+A5)/(2*THETA2*THETA2); 
2300 FX := A6*EXP(-A7)/(THETA2**N}; 
2400 Bl .- 1.0/SIGMA; 
2500 B2 := (THETAl-MU)/SIGMA; 
40 
41 
2600 B3 := 0.5*B2*B2; 
2700 Cl := 1.0/BETA; 
2800 C2 := (LN(THETA2) - AALPHA)/BETA; 
2900 C3 := 0.5*C2*C2; 
3000 GTHETA := Al*Bl*EXP(-B3+K)*Al*Cl*EXP(-C3)/THETA2; 
3100 HX := FX*GTHETA; 
3200 INTH := DTHETA1*DTHETA2*HX; 
3300 WRITE(LP, */, INTH, THETAl, THETA2); 
3400 mo; 
3500 END PROCEDURE BOUND; 
3600 % •••••••••••••••••••• MAIN PROGRAM .......................... . 
3700 PI:= 3.141592654; 
3800 nJOPI := 2*PI; 
3900 l./RITE(LP, <11HJPUT ::** SIGMA, BETA, AALPHA, THETA2HAT, N11>); 
4000 READ(CR, /, SIGMA, BETA, AALPHA, THETA2HAT, N); 
4100 AGAIN: 
4200 V:RITE(LP, <"INPUT ::** MU, XBAR">); 
4300 READ(CR, /, MU, XBAR); 
4400 \iJRITE(LP, <"INPUT ::** LBl, UBl, LB, UB, DTHETAl, DTHETA2, K">); 
4500 READ(CR, / LBl, UBl, LB, UB, OTHETAl, DTHETA2, K); 
4600 IF MU = 999999 mm GO TO FP~AL; 
4700 BOUND; 




PROGRAM FOR DOUBLE INTEGRATION F 
POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
After the appropriate integration boundary and step size are 
choosen by the program in appendix E. Then input all of those 
data into this program, the results of Baye's estimation of e1 
and 







standard deviation of normal distribution of e1 (2.001) 
standard deviation of normal distribution of e2 (.1673) 










Tl --- E(e1 ) 
mean of normal distribution of e2 (1.6783) 
point estimator of e2 (6.5) 
sample size (15) 
mean of present data (3.0) 
lower boundary of integration of e1 (-2.0) 
upper boundary of integration of e1 (9.0) 
lower boundary of integration of e2 (.001) 
upper boundary of integration of e2 (12. 0) 
step size of integration of e1 ( .10) 
step size of integration of e2 ( .15) 
a constant number used to adjust the integration of 
posterior distribution function (30) 
Baye's estimation of e1 (3.54) 





Baye's estimation of 81 (7.04) 
total integration of E(e1) 
total integration of E( 82) 
total integration of h(.:_;~_) 
200 FILE CR(KIND=REMOTE), 
300 LP(KIND=REMOTE); 
400 INTEGER N, K; 
43 
500 DOUBLE X, FX, THETAl, THETA2, XBAR, PI, TWOPI, LBl, UBl, SIGMA, 
600 Al, A2, A3, A4, AS, A6, A7, THETA2HAT, LB, UB, H, MU, 
700 BETA, AALPHA, GTHETA, HX, SUMl, SUM2, SUMINTH, Tl, T2, 
800 Bl, B2, B3, Cl, C2, C3, INTH, DTHETAl, DTHETA2; 
900 LABEL AGAIN, FINAL; 
1000 % ••••••••••••••••••••• SUBROUTINE .....•.......................... 
1100 PROCEDURE INTEG; 
1200 BEGI~J 
1300 FOR THETAl := LBl STEP DTHETAl UNTIL UBl DO 
1400 FOR THETA2 := LB STEP DTHETA2 UNTIL UB DO 
1500 BEGIN 
1600 Al . = 1,0/(SQRT(TWOPI)); . 
1700 A2 . - U!-1) *THET A2H,l\T*THET A2HAT; 
1800 A3 := N*XBAR*XBAR; 
1900 A4 := 2*THETAl*N*XBAR; 
2000 AS := N*THETAl*THETAl; 
2100 .A6 : = .Al **N; 
2200 A7 := (A2+A3-A4+A5)/(2*THETA2*THETA2); 
2300 FX := A6*EXP(-A7)/(THETA2**N); 
2400 Bl := 1.0/SIGMA; 
2500 B2 ·= (THETAl-MU)/SIGMA; . 
2600 B3 := 0.5*B2*B2; 
2700 Cl := 1.0/BETA; 
2800 C2 := (LN(THETA2)-AALPHA)/BETA; 
2900 C3 := 0.5*C2*C2; 
3000 GTHETA := Al*Bl*EXP(-B3+K)*Al*Cl*EXP(-C3)/THETA2; 
3100 HX := FX*GTHETA; 
3200 INTH := DTHETA1*DTHETA2*HX 
3300 SUMINTH := SUMINTH + INTH; 
3400 SUMl := SUMl + INTH * ASS(THETAl); 
3500 SUM2 := SUM2 + INTH*THETA2; 
3600 END; 
3700 Tl := SUMl/SUMINTH; 
3800 T2 := SUM2/SUMINTH; 
3900 END PROCEDURE INTEG; 
4000 % ••••••••••••••••••••• M/'.\IN PROGRAM .......................... . 
4100 PI : = 3. 141592654; 
4200 TWOPI := 2*PI; 
4300 \tJRITE(LP, <11I:JPUT : :** SIGMA, BETA, AALPHA, THETA2HAT, N") ); 
4400 READ(CR, / SIGMA, BETA, AALPHA, THETA2HAT, N); 
4500 AGAIN: 
44 
4600 WRITE(LP, <"INPUT : :** MU, XBA.R11>); 
4700 READ(CR, /, MU, XBAR); 
45 
4800 WRITE(LP, <''INPUT ::** LBl, UBI, LB, UB, DTHET.1\1, DTHETA2, K
11>); 
4900 READ(CR, /, LBl, UBI, LB, UB, DTHETAl, DTHETA2, K); 
5000 IF MU= 99999 THEN GO FINAL; 
5100 INTEG; 
5200 ';/RITE (LP, *I, 
5300 SUMI ·= O· , 
5400 SUM2 ·= O· , 
5500 SUMHHH := O; 
5600 GO TO AGAIN; 
5700 FINAL: 
5800 END. 
SUMI, SUM2, Tl, T2); 
